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Abstract: Residual dipolar couplings (RDC) from partially aligned molecules provide long-range structural
data and are thus particularly well adapted to rapid structure validation or protein fold recognition. Extensive
measurements in two alignment media can also provide precise de novo structure from RDC alone. We
have applied a novel combination of these approaches to the study of methionine sulfoxide reductase
(MsrA) from Erwinia chrysanthemi, a 27 kDa enzyme essential for repairing oxidative stress damage. The
tertiary fold was initially validated by comparing backbone RDC to expected values from the crystal structure
of the homologous MsrA from Escherichia coli. Good agreement was found throughout the chain, verifying
the overall topology of the molecule, with the exception of the catalytically important peptide P196-L202,
where strong and systematic RDC violation was observed. No evidence for local differential mobility in this
region was detected, implying that the structure of the strand differs in the two molecules. We have therefore
applied the de novo approach meccano to determine the conformation of this peptide using only RDC. A
single conformation is found that is in agreement with all measured data. The aligned peptide can be
docked onto the expected covalence of the rest of the template molecule while respecting its strictly defined
relative orientation. In contrast to the structure of MsrA from E. coli, the reactive side chain of Cys200 is
oriented toward the interior of the molecule and therefore closer to the catalytic Cys53, obviating the need
for previously proposed conformational reorganization prior to formation of this disulfide intermediate. This
analysis requires only backbone assignment and uses unambiguously assigned and readily measurable
structural data, thereby greatly economizing investigation time compared to established nuclear Overhauser
effect- (nOe-) based structure calculation methods.

Classical NMR structure determination requires extensive
assignment of backbone and side-chain resonances followed by
unambiguous identification of nuclear Overhauser effect (nOe)
correlations between these assigned frequencies, before even
low-resolution structural models can be derived.1 Complete
structural analysis can thus be particularly time-consuming for
large proteins. In contrast, residual dipolar couplings (RDC) in
macromolecules aligned in dilute liquid crystalline media2-4 can
be measured routinely from pairs of nuclei distributed through-
out the molecule immediately following assignment of the
backbone resonances. RDC provide coherent, long-range struc-

tural data, allowing entirely new approaches to structural biology
in solution.5-8 This coherence makes RDC particularly ap-
propriate for comparison with available structural homologues,
enabling rapid validation of initial molecular models or iden-
tification of folds from database structures9-11 and subsequent
refinement of these initial models.12 Although this approach
requires the presence of a structural homologue in accessible
databases, the identification of even a low-resolution molecular
fold from primary data is a major breakthrough for solution-
state NMR.
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In cases where sufficient measurements can be made from
throughout the peptide chain in the presence of two alignment
media, protein structure can be determined from RDC alone,
either in comparison with short fragments from structural
databases13 or by sequentially building the peptide chain from
unambiguously oriented peptide units.14 The requirement of
continuous data from peptide planes and/or tetrahedral junctions
has so far limited the number of applications of thesede noVo
methods to particularly well-behaved systems. In the absence
of continuous RDC data, locally well-defined substructures may
be isolated in the primary sequence and cannot easily be placed
with respect to the rest of the molecule unless additional
structural information, for example long-range nOes, is also
available.15

Methionine sulfoxide reductase (MsrA) catalyzes the reduc-
tion of free and protein-bound oxidized methionine residues and
is consequently required for the repair of important enzymes.16-18

The enzyme, found in nearly all living organisms, is present at
high concentration in tissues and cells susceptible to oxidative
stress damage19 and has thus been linked to aging processes,
lifespan determination,20 and diverse degenerative pathologies
such as Alzheimer’s disease.21 Two crystal structures of MsrA
have recently been elucidated: MsrA fromEscherichia coli22

(MsrAEcoli) andBos taurus23 (MsrAboV). Although very similar,
these structures differ significantly in the C-terminal strand
involved in freeing the catalytic site for further function. To
further understand the mechanism by which MsrA provides
protection against oxidative stress, we have studied the solu-
tion structure of reduced MsrA fromErwinia chrysanthemi
(MsrAEchmi, 221 amino acids), a plant pathogen that requires
the enzyme for full virulence,24 using RDC measured in partially
aligned liquid crystal media.

To characterize the catalytically important C-terminal loop
domain of MsrAEchmi, we have developed a novel combination
of the two RDC-based approaches presented above: The tertiary
fold is initially validated by RDC, providing low-resolution
structural information and positioning the molecule in the
common alignment frames. We then focus on the region of
interest, which is determined from RDC alone by themeccano
approach. This region can be unambiguously positioned relative
to the remaining molecular scaffold by use of the graphic
modeling tool Module, a program specifically developed for
RDC analysis to facilitate the manipulation of oriented molecular
domains relative to a common alignment frame.25

This is a highly efficient form of conformational analysis via
NMR: unambiguously assigned structural data, requiring only
backbone resonance assignment and derived from comparatively
simple experimental techniques, provide precise structural detail
in regions of specific interest in the molecule. In the example
shown here, the characterization of the reaction site of MsrA
provides potentially important insights into the molecular
mechanism of the catalytic cycle of the enzyme.

Methods

Samples of15N-labeled and13C,15N,2D-labeled MsrAEchmi were
prepared as previously described.26 Both samples were studied under
reducing conditions with 10 mM dithiothreitol.

Residual Dipolar Coupling Measurement.All NMR experiments
were performed on a Varian Inova 600 spectrometer, equipped with a
triple-resonance (1H, 15N, 13C) probe and shieldedz-gradients. Sample
temperature was set to 298 K for all studies. RDC were collected on a
1.0 mM uniformly 13C-, 15N-, and 82%2H-labeled sample suspended
in a liquid crystalline medium consisting of 20 mg/mL of the
filamentous phage Pf1 (Asla Ltd., Riga, Latvia) in 80 mM potassium
phosphate buffer, pH 7.5. RDC were also collected on an identical
sample suspended in a liquid crystalline medium consisting of 5%
C12E6/hexanol27 in 25 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5. Four
different types of dipolar couplings were measured as previously
described28,29 at 600 MHz, in both media:1DNH, 1DC′CR and 2DC′HN

couplings were obtained from 3D HNCO-type experiments, and1DCRCâ

were measured in a 3D HNcoCA-type experiment. Data processing
and peak-picking were performed with FELIX version 2000 (Accelrys
Inc.).

Relaxation Experiments and Data Analysis.The 15N R1 and R1F

relaxation and1H-15N nOe measurements were performed on the15N-
labeled sample (1.4 mM concentration in 25 mM potassium phosphate
buffer) at 1H frequency of 600 MHz and temperature of 298 K with
the classical1H-detected pulse sequence based on established methods30

and described in detail elsewhere.31 Data were analyzed by the model-
free Lipari-Szabo approach with the program TENSOR2.32

Fold Validation. The crystal structure of MsrAEcoli (molecule A in
PDB file 1FF3) was used to analyze and validate the solution structure
of MsrAEchmi. Secondary structure was identified from experimental
13C chemical shifts from random-coil values (chemical shift index,
CSI33), and the intensity distribution of short- and medium range nOes
involving HN protons.

The program Module25 was used to evaluate the accordance between
the MsrAEcoli structure and the experimental RDC data. Residual dipolar
couplings can be expressed in terms of the orientation{θ, φ} of the
internuclear vector relative to a common alignment tensor for the
molecule:

whereAa andAr are the axial and rhombic components of the alignment
tensor,rij is the internuclear distance, andS is the order parameter.
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The alignment tensor is characterized by five parameters: the axial
and rhombic components,Aa and Ar, measure the extent of residual
alignment due to the restricted orientational sampling in the anisotropic
medium, whereas the Euler angles,{R, â, γ}, define the nonaveraged
orientation of the molecule relative to an external reference frame. For
each entity, these five parameters were determined by nonlinear least-
squares minimization of the target function over all couplings associated
with a given domain:

whereDij are the residual dipolar coupling between spinsi and j and
σij is the uncertainty in the experimentally measured coupling. The
average estimatedσij is on the order of 2 Hz. Alignment tensor
parameters were determined and visualized relative to the three-
dimensional atomic coordinates.

The quality of the fit to experimental RDC was inspected qualita-
tively with correlation plots of the measured and calculated couplings
from the best-fit alignment tensor and quantitatively with the totalø2

target function. Amplitude and orientation of the individual alignment
tensors for the different structural elements were compared for evidence
of differential flexibility. In a rigid molecule,Aa and Ar should be
identical for each structural entity, and the individual alignment tensors
should be coaxial if the relative orientation of the secondary structure
elements in the model structure is correct.

De Novo Structure Calculation.The recently publishedmeccano
approach14 was slightly modified. The molecular dynamics (MD)
program Sculptor34 was incorporated into the sequential positioning
algorithm designed to place the peptide units. This provides randomized
sampling of conformational space, which facilitates inspection of the
conformational precision in the final ensemble. The use of a molecular
dynamics force field also allows the straightforward introduction of
repulsive nonbonding interactions. In this case a specific force field
was written to include only experimental RDC, reinforced backbone
covalent terms, and simple repulsive nonbonding terms. Only (C′, CR,
Câ, HR, HN, N) atoms were used in the calculation.

The experimental RDC for each peptide unit [from CR junction (i)
to CR junction (i + 1)] were successively applied to place the unit in
the calculation frame.A1

a, A1
r, A2

a, andA2
r and their relative orientations

{R, â, γ} are known from the analysis of the core region of the molecule
and are fixed throughout the calculation. A short RDC-restrained
molecular dynamics calculation consisting of 1000 0.1-fs heating steps
(to a nominal 500 K) and 1000 0.1-fs cooling steps was applied for
each peptide unit. One structure calculation takes 15 s on a Linux 1 GHz
PC. Two thousand conformers were calculated by sequential positioning
of peptide planes and CR junctions. The final ensemble was chosen on
the basis of the total residual in the RDC target functionø2 (eq 2).
Covalent strain in the peptide planes or tetrahedral junctions in the
final peptide structures was measured from the residual terms compared
to a standard molecular force field (AMBER4).35

Docking the Meccano Peptide to the Protein Scaffold.The
MsrAEchmi P196-L202 peptide was positioned relative to the crystal
coordinates of MsrAEcoli with the molecular modeling tools available
in the program Module. This program allows positioning of different
oriented modules using only the equivalent orientations and three-
dimensional translational freedom available in a common alignment
frame. The crystal structure and peptide were aligned relative to their
common frame and the peptide was positioned laterally such that the
expected covalence was best satisfied. Module works in a single-
alignment tensor subspace, so the procedure was repeated for both
datasets to verify the common solution.

All structure comparisons of the aligned peptide were performed
with the rms difference between the coordinates in the common
alignment frame rather than superimposing the coordinates to a best
fit, as is the standard procedure, to ensure that the orientational
information is preserved. The crystal structure of MsrAboV (molecule
B; PDB code 1FVB) was compared to themeccano-constructed
MsrAEchmi P196-L202 peptide.

The chimeric structure, containing themeccanopeptide with all
atoms present and the backbone conformation of the MsrAEcoli crystal
structure, was refined by low-temperature (300 K) RDC-restrained MD
with Sculptor to regularize covalence. During this calculation, carried
out with the force field AMBER4, the backbone atoms of the MsrAEcoli

were tethered to their crystal structure conformation by use of the
additional force-field potential:

with akteth value of 20 kcal‚mol-1‚Å-2. All measured RDCs were used
as standard restraints in the presence of the two independent tensors.

Results and Discussion

We have assigned the backbone resonances26 and measured
extensive dipolar couplings (N-HN, C′-HN, CR-C′, and CR-
Câ) from the reduced form of13C-, 15N-, and 2H-labeled
MsrAEchmi in two liquid crystalline solutions. These couplings
were initially compared to expected values from the recently
published crystal structure of the 75% identical primary
sequence homologue MsrAEcoli by use of the alignment tensor
optimization and molecular modeling program Module. The
reduced form of MsrAEcoli consists of anR/â roll core structure,
comprising 80/123 residues in secondary structural elements,
and predominantly coil N- and C-terminal regions wrapped
around this core. The 45 amino acid C-terminal region is of
particular interest as two of the three cysteines, Cys200 and
Cys208, present in the proposed catalytic cycle36,37 are found
in this strand (MsrAEchmi numbering is used unless otherwise
stated). This cycle involves initial nucleophilic attack of Cys53
on Met-SO, followed by a disulfide cascade implicating Cys53-
Cys200 and then Cys200-Cys208 disulfide bridges, the latter
step freeing the catalytic sulfur (Cys53) for further function.

Validation of the Backbone Fold in Solution. Initial
comparison, concentrating on the secondary structural elements
of the molecule, reveals that the central core is folded very
similarly in MsrAEchmi in solution and in the MsrAEcoli crystal
structure (Figure 1 and Table 1). Alignment tensor axial and
rhombic components from nonmobile sites in the molecule are
reproduced similarly in the different structural motifs, and the
relative orientations of the alignment tensor axes in the combined
helical and combinedâ-sheet regions are in agreement with the
MsrAEcoli crystal structure. This analysis was performed for RDC
measured in both alignment media, further validating the
expected fold of the core of the molecule. The best-fitting
structural element is the combined helical region, which has a
total ø2 of 279 for 294 couplings in the two media (ø2/N )
0.95). Alignment parameters were then determined for the
C-terminal loop alone and in combination with the core
structure. This again shows satisfactory agreement with experi-
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mental RDC throughout the primary sequence, excepting the
segment from Pro196 to Leu202, where strong disagreement is
found (Figure 2). This local inconsistency is systematically
found for each individual coupling type, in both alignment
media. Removal of these data from the fit reproduces very
similar alignment tensor values for the coil region alone (Table
1) as were found for the core region and verifies the relative
orientation of these regions in the solution state.

The observed systematic disagreement could be explained
by differential dynamics in this region, producing time-averaged
RDC values that are in disagreement with a single conforma-
tional model, or by a different local conformation in MsrAEchmi

compared to the MsrAEcoli crystal structure.15N relaxation data
measured at 600 MHz1H frequency present no evidence for
large amplitude motion on the rapid (pico- to nanosecond) or
intermediate (micro- to millisecond) dynamic time scale in this
region. By use of the Lipari-Szabo approach, the lowest order
parameter in this region is 0.75 and the average is 0.84 (Figure
S1, Supporting Information). None of the residues in the strand

requires an exchange contribution toR2. It should be noted that
this analysis does not exclude the possibility of differential
dynamics occurring in this region on a time scale that is not
easily detectable by15N relaxation measurements. RDC quench-
ing due to broad sampling of orientational space appears to be
unlikely in view of the presence of large measured RDCs
throughout the strand relative to the available range from the
known tensors (Table S2, Supporting Information). In the
absence of direct evidence for mobility, we have therefore
attempted to calculate the local conformation of this peptide
segment using only RDC, to determine whether a single
conformation can be found that satisfies the available data and
expected covalent geometry.

Table 1. Alignment Tensor Characteristics in the Two Liquid Crystal Mediaa

medium Nb Aa (10-4) Ar (10-4) R (deg) â (deg) γ (deg) ø2 ø2/Ν

phagesc R-helicesd 144 13.8( 0.3 6.0( 0.3 110( 5 157( 2 126( 5 139 0.96
â-sheets 110 14.8( 0.4 6.4( 0.5 108( 6 156( 3 128( 4 228 2.07
C-loope 204 13.2( 0.2 6.2( 0.3 109( 4 157( 2 130( 3 291 1.43

C12E6/hexanolf R-helices 150 11.5( 0.3 7.3( 0.3 140( 2 87( 2 161( 2 140 0.93
â-sheets 106 11.8( 0.3 6.9( 0.3 139( 5 88( 2 162( 3 197 0.96
C-loop 210 10.9( 0.2 6.3( 0.2 140( 2 87( 2 162( 2 355 1.69

a 1DNH, 1DC′CR, 2DC′HN and 1DCRCâ RDC from MsrAEchmi were fitted to the conformation of MsrAEcoli by use of the program Module.b Number of
couplings present in the structural motif.c All secondary structural elements were also fitted together: in this caseAa ) (14.0( 0.3) × 10-4, Ar ) (6.4 (
0.3) × 10-4, andø2 ) 380 (254 couplings).d R-helices (56-62, 85-89, 110-119, and 145-164) andâ-sheets (45-50, 68-75, 95-104, 140-142, 175-
177, and 183-185) using the numbering of the MsrAEchmisequence.e C-loop region contains the C-terminal helix and the coil region until C208, but without
the P196-L202 RDC data.f All secondary structural elements were also fitted together: in this caseAa ) 11.62× 10-4, Ar) ) 6.89× 10-4, andø2 ) 356
(256 couplings considered).

Figure 1. Comparison of measured RDC from MsrAEchmi with expected
values for the crystal structure coordinates from MsrAEcoli. (a, bottom right)
Relative orientation of the alignment tensors for the different secondary
structure elements in MsrAEcoli for the RDC from the C12E6/hexanol aligned
sample. In this figure the alignment tensors of the centralâ-sheet (46-50,
68-75, 95-103, 139-141, 174-176, and 182-184), andR-helices (55-
62, 84-88, 109-118, and 145-164) are compared relative to the crystal
structure. The axial and rhombic components andø2 of the five secondary
structure elements are given in Table 1. The different secondary structure
elements were also fitted as a single domain using all couplings simulta-
neously as shown in panels b-d. (b, top left) Correlation betweenDNH

exp

and DNH
calc in C12E6/hexanol for all core secondary structural elements

shown in panel a. (c, bottom left) Correlation between2DC′HN
exp and

2DC′HN
calc in C12E6/hexanol for all core secondary structural elements. (d,

top right) Correlation between1DC′CR
exp and 1DC′CR

calc in C12E6/hexanol
for all core secondary structural elements.

Figure 2. Local quality factor of the fit of RDC data from MsrAEchmi to
the crystal structure of MsrAEcoli. (a, top) Totalø2 for the four different
couplings measured in phage alignment medium with respect to the primary
sequence. Residues showing significant rapid backbone dynamics were
excluded from the plot (1H-15N heteronuclear nOe< 0.7). (b, bottom)
Total ø2 for the four different couplings measured in 5% C12E6/hexanol
alignment medium with respect to the primary sequence. Residues showing
significant rapid backbone dynamics were excluded from the plot (1H-
15N heteronuclear nOe< 0.7). Secondary structure elements are represented
along the sequence at the top of each graphic.
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De Novo Structure Determination with meccano.This
analysis was performed via themeccanoapproach, previously
demonstrated for thede noVo determination of the backbone
conformation of the protein ubiquitin.14 In the case of MsrAEchmi,
the remainder of the protein structure is assumed to be identical
to MsrAEcoli, as suggested from the RDC analysis in the core
region. Only the structure of the P196-L202 peptide is
determinedde noVo. The meccanomethod requires that the
eigenvalues and relative orientation of the alignment tensors
are known, or can be determined, and that sufficient RDC are
available from two differently orienting media to sequentially
build the backbone conformation in the molecular calculation
frame. In the case of MsrAEchmi the two tensors are determined
from the analysis of the secondary structural core of the
molecule, as described above, in comparison with the coordi-
nates of MsrAEcoli. Despite the incompleteness of the RDC
dataset over the whole sequence (only 90% of all possible RDC
could be measured), nearly all potential RDC (47 from 48
potential couplings) were available from the peptide region,
comprising six peptide planes and seven CR junctions (Table
S2, Supporting Information).

Conformational sampling of the algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 3, where the root-mean-square difference of the structural
ensemble compared to the lowestø2 structure is plotted with
respect to eachø2 (for simplicity only those structures with valid
covalent angles are included in the figure). The 20 lowest target
function (ø2) conformers, selected on the basis of the totalø2

only, are shown in Figure 4 (average pairwise rms difference
in this alignment frame is (1.2( 0.3) Å over all atoms). The
highest target function conformer in the final ensemble hasø2

) 62, and the best-fitting structure has aø2 of 40, close both to
the expected experimental error and to the average from the
core region (ø2/N ) 0.85 compared toø2/N < 0.95 for the helical
regions of the crystal structure). While it is difficult to quantify
the degree of confidence in the proposed model, the data appear
to define a unique conformation as all structures withø2 < 70

have the same fold as the minimumø2 conformer (all-atom rms
difference of the aligned conformer is less than 1.9 Å). Never-
theless over the whole 2000-conformer ensemble,ø2 ranges to
a maximum of 640, and conformational space is sampled very
broadly (pairwise backbone rmsd of aligned conformers 10.5
( 4.2 Å), illustrating that algorithm efficiency is low.

The experimental and calculated values from the lowest target
function model are shown in Figure 5. The covalent distortion
present in the molecule due to possible overrestrained vector
orientations appears to be minimal in the final ensemble as
illustrated from the distances and dihedral and covalent angles

Figure 3. Conformational sampling of the structure calculation algorithm.
The root-mean-square difference of the structures in the ensemble compared
to the lowestø2 structure (ø2 ) 40) is plotted with respect to each individual
ø2. Only conformers that do not violate any expected covalent angle by
more than 10° are shown in the figure. Structures whoseø2 falls below 62
form the ensemble shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Ensemble of 20 lowest target function structures representing
the backbone conformation of peptide P196-L202, determined by use of
only RDC with the algorithmmeccano. The conformers were placed relative
to the common alignment frame, rather than superimposing their coordinates,
because their relative orientation is known a priori. The average pairwise
rmsd in this alignment frame is (1.2( 0.3) Å over the (C′, CR, Câ, HR, HN,
N) atoms. For clarity only the (C′, CR, Câ, N) atoms are shown, and the Câ

atoms are colored in yellow.

Figure 5. RDC values for each residue in the lowest energymeccano-
derived conformation. Lines represent the values calculated from the model
structure; the error bars are centered on the experimental values. Dashed
lines correspond to the sample aligned in the alcohol medium, and solid
lines, to the phage-aligned sample. These values are given in the Supporting
Information.
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shown in Table 2. Total RDC violation (ø2) and molecular strain
(as measured by the residual energy in the covalent terms of
the molecular force field) are correlated over all structures (r
) 0.89, data not shown), illustrating that the experimental data
are coherent with conformers of expected peptide chain
geometry and in disagreement with conformers of incorrect
geometry. All dihedral angles are in most-favored or addition-
ally-allowed regions of the Ramachandran plot.

Insertion of the meccanoPeptide into the MsrAEcoli Scaf-
fold. Importantly, the length between the fragment termini P196-
CR and L202-CR over the final ensemble (14.7( 0.4 Å) closely
reproduces the equivalent length in MsrAEcoli (14.9 Å). To dock
the meccanopeptide, the equivalent peptide in MsrAEcoli was
removed from the X-ray model. The procedure for positioning
the fragment must then respect the stringent orientational degrees
of freedom available for the two structural domains relative to
the common alignment tensor frames. Under these conditions
a single relative alignment of the two domains exists,38 imposing
an unambiguous orientation of the peptide fragment relative to
the crystal structure. The translational docking must then be
performed so that this relative alignment is respected, while best
satisfying the expected covalence. This procedure is illustrated
with respect to one of the alignment tensors by use of the
program Module (Figure 6). We find that the fragment can be
directly accommodated into the crystal conformation with no
serious violation of known covalence. The final ensemble falls
into two ø2-equivalent subfamilies that differ at the Proψ
backbone dihedral angle, and these subfamilies can be docked
with covalent distances of{d(N195C,P196N) ) 1.4 ( 0.1 Å and
d(L202C,G203N) ) 1.35( 0.07 Å} and{d(N195C,P196N) ) 2.0 (
0.1 Å andd(L202C,G203N) ) 2.1( 0.1 Å)}. The expected peptide
bond distance between Ci and Ni+1 is approximately 1.33 Å.
The fact that the minimumø2 conformation of this peptide
reproduces all measured RDC and is compatible with the
MsrAEcoli structural scaffold provide a qualitative measure of
our confidence in this approach to local structure determination.

Focusedde NoWo Structure Determination Compared to
Restrained MD Refinement.Structure refinement of imprecise
structural models with RDC has already been described, by use
of restrained molecular dynamics in the presence of dipolar

couplings measured in a single alignment medium.12 It may be
instructive to underline the differences between our analysis and
this kind of study: In contrast to restrained structure refinement,
which is subject to stringent constraints, for example on the
terminal positions of the peptide of interest, our approach is de
novo, so that the conformation of the peptide is determined only
by RDC and local covalence. Once the local structure has been
determined, the ability to replace the oriented peptide in the
molecular scaffold then provides an independent measure of
the probability that the conformation is realistic. Thisde noVo
approach is of course only made possible because the available
data is sufficient to unambiguously define the molecular
conformation (eight RDC per peptide unit).14 This is not true if
RDC from a single alignment medium are available, where
multiple conformations can exist for the same measured data.
In such cases molecular dynamics-based refinement of an
available structure becomes the most appropriate method. The
different conformational sampling characteristics of the two
methods are evident.

Comparison with the Available Crystal Structures. The
differences between themeccanoconformation of MsrAEchmi

and the X-ray crystal MsrAEcoli structure in this region provide
potentially important information concerning the proposed
functional cycle of MsrA. While the Leu202 CR-Câ vector
direction is the same in both conformers, implying that the
hydrophobic interactions for this side chain are conserved, the
peptide chain around Cys200 has a very different conformation.
Most importantly, the CR-Câ vector is pointing away from the
core in the X-ray structure and points into the core in the solution
model (Figure 7, top). The Cys200 and Cys53 Câ atoms are
therefore 3.2 Å closer together in the chimeric model (dCâ-Câ

) 7.9 Å) of MsrAEchmi, and the disulfide-forming sulfurs are
concomitantly closer, apparently obviating the need for previ-
ously suggested large-scale conformational rearrangement before
the formation of this bond.22 Note that no information concern-
ing the exact position of the Sγ is available, as theø1 angle is
undefined in our study.

It may be relevant that the crystal lattice contains three
monomers, of which only one monomer (A) contains coordi-

(38) Al-Hashimi, H.; Valafar, H.; Terrell, M.; Zartler, M.; Eidsness, M.;
Prestegard, J. H.J. Magn. Reson. 2000, 143, 402-406.

Table 2. Interatomic Distances and Covalent and Planar Dihedral
Angles in the Lowest Energy Meccano Conformer

atoms distance (Å)

N-HN 1.02( 0.01
CR-Câ 1.53( 0.01
C′-CR 1.52( 0.02
CR-N 1.450( 0.003
C′-N 1.335( 0.002

atoms anglesa (deg)

C′-CR-Câ 109.2( 0.4
N-CR-Câ 109.3( 0.3
C′-CR-N 109.6( 0.1
C′-N-CR 121.2( 0.2
CR-C′-N 118.7( 0.2
C′-N-HN 118.4( 0.2
CR-N-HN 121.2( 0.2
CR-C′-N-CR 179.4( 0.3

a No deviations of angles greater than 2.6° from the force field values
were found.

Figure 6. Representation of the positioning of the P196-L202 meccano-
peptide relative to the crystal structure of MsrAEcoli by use of the program
Module to place the fragment with respect to the alignment tensor in phage.
Only transverse degrees of freedom are available in the common coordinate
system. The peptide can be easily accommodated at the C′-K195 and
N-G203 positions without significantly violating known covalence.
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nates for the C-terminal region beyond Lys194. Superposition
of the common main chain of monomer A on monomer B
reveals that the Cys200 Sγ atoms from molecules A and B would
be 5.5 Å apart if the two C-terminal conformations were
identical. This suggests that the A-monomer structure may
indeed be influenced by the close proximity of the Cys-
containing strands, as is already the case for the intermonomer
disulfide bridge observed betweenACys208 andBCys88.22

Interestingly, the more distantly related MsrAboV (51% identity
with several insertions) differs most significantly from the
MsrAEcoli conformation in precisely this region, where the
Cys218, equivalent to Cys200 in MsrAEchmi, points toward the
core of the molecule, as in our model of MsrAEchmi. Indeed, the
backbone of the RDC-defined peptide closely reproduces the
MsrAboV conformation between residues Pro196 and Cys200
(0.73 Å backbone rmsd over this strand; Figure 7, bottom). The
inter-Câ distance between Cys200 and Cys53 (dCâ-Câ ) 7.3 Å
and 8.0 Å) from the two crystalline conformations in MsrAboV

is also close to that predicted from the MsrAEchmi model. Note
that the Leu202 conformation differs significantly in MsrAboV,
resulting in a distinct L202 CR-Câ bond orientation compared
to MsrAEcoli and MsrAEchmi.

The MsrAEcoli crystal contains high levels of disorder in the
P196-L202 region with a maximal amplitude at Cys200. It has
therefore been suggested that the C-terminal strand is inherently

flexible and that this flexibility is related to the formation of
disulfide intermediates involving Cys53, -200, and -208. Using
NMR relaxation measurements we find no evidence of large-
amplitude mobility on the ps-pico- to nanosecond time scale in
this strand. Our data suggest that in MsrAEchmi the conformation
of this peptide is well-defined and sufficiently close to Cys53
to allow the Cys53-Cys200 disulfide bridge to occur without
conformational rearrangement. This hypothesis is supported by
the observation that, in contrast to MsrAEcoli, the equivalent
peptide strand in MsrAboV shows no differential disorder in the
crystal compared to the rest of the peptide chain. Note that the
meccanomodel is most similar to the MsrAboV conformation,
although it contains elements common to both crystal structures.
Of course the second step of the proposed catalytic cycle,
involving the Cys200-Cys208 bridge, still requires backbone
reorganization as these Cys Câ atoms are on the order of 20 Å
apart. This conformational change may be induced by destabi-
lization of the packing of the C-terminal loop region onto the
core following formation of the initial disulfide bridge.

Conclusions

NMR structure determination of large molecules by classical
methods can be time-consuming due to the need for extensive
assignment of backbone and side-chain resonances and the
unambiguous identification of nOe correlations between these
assigned frequencies. Structural genomics projects are currently
providing an immense database, relating primary sequence to
expected protein fold, an effort that still remains largely
unexploited by the biomolecular NMR community. The routine
measurement of RDC has recently been shown to provide a
promising tool for low-resolution protein fold validation by
comparatively simple experimental methodology. More precise
structure determination is also possible with RDC but remains
elusive for large molecules, where RDC data may be harder to
measure extensively. In this study we propose a combination
of these RDC-based techniques, initially for fold validation by
use of a primary sequence homologue, followed by a focused
structure determination of the site of interest,de noVo, by only
RDC.

This analysis required only backbone assignment and used
only unambiguously assigned structural data, thereby greatly
economizing investigation time and effort in comparison to
established nOe-based structure calculation techniques, and
demonstrates the enormous potential of using RDC for solution-
state structural biology. Using the reaction site of the methionine
sulfoxide reductase as an example, we have shown that RDC
can provide precise local structure in functionally important
regions of relatively large, highly deuterated molecules. This
approach vastly simplifies the characterization of backbone
structure in large molecules in solution, suggesting that this kind
of analysis will have a significant impact on functional studies
of biomolecules by NMR in the future.
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Figure 7. De noVo RDC derived and crystal structures of the P196-L202
peptide. (a, top) Comparison of the native MsrAEcoli conformation (blue)
and the lowest target function MsrAEchmi model (yellow) after positioning
of themeccanopeptide onto the MsrAEcoli structure. The backbone dihedral
angles are{(φ,ψ) ) (-129°, 1°)D197, (-43°, 163°)G198, (-72°, 170°)Y199,
(-150°, 98°)C200, (-86°, 18°)G201, (-34°,undefined)L202} for the MsrAEchmi

model, compared to{φ,ψ ) (-78°, 166°)Y197, (-71°, 133°)G198, (-137°,
120°)Y199, (-131°, 46°)C200, (-116°, 17°)G201, (-120°,/)I202} for the
MsrAEcoli crystal structure. Note that the MsrAEchminumbering is used here
for both molecules. The principal implication of the different backbone
conformations involves the direction of the Cys200 CR-Câ vector, and the
consequent inter-Sγ distances between Cys53 (shown in the MsrAEcoli crystal
configuration) and Cys200. The Sγ position is unknown from the RDC-
defined structure and is shown here placed on the available cone with the
assumption of aø1 ) -60° conformation. (b, bottom) Comparison of the
Pro196-Leu202 peptide backbone conformation in MsrAEchmi determined
from the direct structure calculation with RDC (yellow) and the equivalent
conformation in MsrAboV (green). For clarity only the (C′, CR, Câ, N) atoms
are shown.
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